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ABSTRACT A 5G campus network is a 5G network for the users affiliated with the campus organization,
e.g., an industrial campus, covering a prescribed geographical area. A 5G campus network can operate as
a so-called 5G non-stand-alone (NSA) network (which requires 4G Long-Term Evolution (LTE) spectrum
access) or as a 5G standalone (SA) network (without 4G LTE spectrum access). 5G campus networks are
envisioned to enable new use cases, which require cyclic delay-sensitive industrial communication, such
as robot control. We design a rigorous testbed for measuring the one-way packet delays between a 5G end
device via a radio access network (RAN) to a packet core with sub-microsecond precision as well as for
measuring the packet core delay with nanosecond precision. With our testbed design, we conduct detailed
measurements of the one-way download (downstream, i.e., core to end device) as well as one-way upload
(upstream, i.e., end device to core) packet delays and losses for both 5G standalone (SA) and 5G non-
standalone (NSA) hardware and network operation. We also measure the corresponding 5G SA and 5G NSA
packet core processing delays for download and upload. We find that typically 95% of the SA download
packet delays are in the range from 4–10 ms, indicating a fairly wide spread of the packet delays. Also,
existing packet core implementations regularly incur packet processing latencies up to 0.4 ms, with outliers
above one millisecond. Our measurement results inform the further development and refinement of 5G SA
and 5G NSA campus networks for industrial use cases. We make the measurement data traces publicly
available as the IEEE DataPort 5G Campus Networks: Measurement Traces dataset (DOI 10.21227/xe3c-
e968).

INDEX TERMS 5G measurements, Core delay, Delay variation, Packet latency, Packet loss, One-way
delay, Stand-alone (SA) network.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. MOTIVATION 1: NEW 5G CAMPUS NETWORKS FOR

INDUSTRY

Numerous emerging technological paradigms, such as In-
dustry 4.0 [1]–[3], Internet of Things (IoT) [4]–[6], and
self-driving vehicles [7]–[10], require reliable low-latency
communication that is untethered from cables [11], [12].
Proponents of these new technological paradigms have often
deferred the provisioning of these required reliable low-
latency wireless communication services to the 5th Gener-

ation (5G) mobile communication standard developed by the
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [13]–[15]. 5G
has been proclaimed as “all-in-one” communications solu-
tion for a wide range of application scenarios with stringent
requirements for reliable real-time delivery of data packets.

Privacy and security concerns in industrial production
plants often necessitate local (private) communication net-
works for an industrial campus without connectivity to the
Internet at large [16]–[19]. In order to support such private
campus networks, the 3PGPP 5G specifications include a 5G
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FIGURE 1: Illustration of Non-Standalone (NSA) and Stan-
dalone (SA) 5G network structure according to 3GPP speci-
fication 21.915 [20, Figure 5.3.2-1].

campus network (non-public network) that is dedicated to a
specific organization, e.g., corporation, over the geographic
scope of a campus area.

As illustrated in Figure 1, a 5G campus network can
operate as a non-standalone (NSA) network to connect a user
equipment (end device) via a control plane running over a
legacy 4G Long-Term Evolution (LTE) base station and 4G
LTE spectrum access (so-called 4G anchor band), while the
data plane is provided by a 5G New Radio (NR) base station
and a 4G enhanced packet core (EPC). In contrast, a 5G
standalone (SA) campus network operates exclusively over
the 5G NR base station and 5G packet core (5GC), and does
not require any 4G LTE base station, nor 4G LTE spectrum
access. 5G campus networks operate over specifically desig-
nated frequency bands, e.g., 3.7–3.8 MHz in Germany [21]
or the Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) (3550–
3700 MHz) in the USA [22].

B. MOTIVATION 2: LACK OF PACKET-LEVEL

MEASUREMENTS FOR 5G CAMPUS NETWORKS

Generally, measurements conducted in testbeds built from
prototype equipment are a critical step in the research and
development of complex engineering systems, such as 5G
communication systems [23]–[27]. To date, 5G testbed mea-
surements have primarily focused on characteristics of the
physical layer of the 5G communication system, such as
5G electromagnetic field exposure [28], 5G radio coverage
evaluation [29], and similar 5G physical layer aspects [30]–
[37]. Another set of testbed studies have focused on 5G
aspects related to multi-access edge computing (MEC), i.e.,
the paradigm of integrating computing capabilities into the
5G communication network infrastructure and operation,
e.g., for in-network computation processing [38]–[40] and
in-network re-coding of communication data packets [41]–
[43]. Specifically, the studies [44]–[47] have conducted eval-
uations of MEC related frameworks and tests in the context
of 5G communication systems.

Furthermore, there has been multiple efforts recently to
design and develop large-scale testbeds that would allow for
experimentation with a wide range of use cases and user com-
munities. European efforts include the testbed designs [48]–

[52], Asian efforts include [25], while related efforts in the
United States encompass [53]–[56].

However, the packet-level performance characteristics,
e.g., packet latencies (delays) and packet loss probabilities,
have not been examined in detail for 5G campus networks.
These packet-level characteristics have been examined for
3G and 4G networks in [57], for a public 5G network in [58],
and for a 5G NSA network in [59]. More specifically, the
study [58] mainly measured round-trip delay times to servers
on the public Internet. As the measurements in [58] were
conducted on a public network, it was not possible to ac-
cess the individual 5G network components. In contrast, we
conducted measurements on a private 5G campus network
testbed with access to all components and could thus measure
in isolation the one-way download delay and one-way upload
delay with high precision as well as measure in isolation
the radio access network (RAN) and core packet losses. The
study reported in the conference paper [59] measured an NSA
network in a laboratory setting for a fairly narrow set of
packet rates and small sets of only 100 packets for a give
scenario. In contrast, we consider a wide range of packet
rates up to 100000 packets/s and let each scenario run for
1000 s so as to ensure stable results. Overall, in contrast to
these prior studies, our present study focuses on private 5G
campus networks, whereby we consider both SA and NSA

campus network structures.

C. CONTRIBUTION OF THIS STUDY

As the review of the related testbed studies in the preceding
section indicates, the actual performance characteristics of
5G SA and 5G NSA campus networks in terms of the
data packet delays and losses in real systems are presently
unknown. In this article, we address this knowledge gap by
reporting on our development of a rigorous flexible mea-
surement testbed to evaluate 5G SA and 5G NSA cam-
pus network packet communication. Our testbed architecture
consists of real 5G SA and 5G NSA hardware, namely end
devices, radio access network (consisting of antennas and
Baseband Units (BBUs)), and packet cores. Our measure-
ment methodology involves a dedicated traffic generation
and capture node with connectivity to the end devices and
packet core to enable one-way packet delay measurements
with sub-microsecond precision. Through packet mirroring
at an intermediate switch, we are able to separately measure
the processing delay in the packet cores with nanosecond
precision.

Our extensive measurement campaigns indicate that the
packet delays exhibit relatively wide ranges. 95% of the SA
download packet delays are in the 4–10 ms range, while the
95% percentile of the NSA download packet delays reaches
20 ms. Also, both the SA and NSA upload delays reach
on the order of 20 ms for moderately high packet rates. In
addition, the packet core processing alone can account for
large delays that can exceed one millisecond. Moreover, we
found that packet losses on the wireless channel are rela-
tively rare for low to moderate traffic bit rates. However, for
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high packet rates, the packet cores can cause relatively high
packet loss probabilities on the order of 0.1% for download
core processing and on the order of 10% for upload core
processing. Overall, download and upload delays and packet
loss probabilities were found to differ substantially.

Our measurements shed light on the actual data packet
communication capabilities of 5G Release 15 and can thus
inform the ongoing research and development efforts for
5G SA and 5G NSA components. We believe that these
measurements with the currently available prototype 5G SA
and 5G NSA equipment is especially important as insights
gained with the currently available equipment can guide the
development and engineering of future generations of 5G SA
and 5G NSA equipment that targets industrial use cases. For
instance, consistency of the packet delay and improved real-
time core packet processing should be priorities for enabling
industrial control applications on 5G campus networks. In
order to facilitate the dissemination of our measurement
results and methodology, we have made our packet measure-
ment traces and code publicly available as IEEE DataPort
5G Campus Networks: Measurement Traces dataset (DOI
10.21227/xe3c-e968 [60]) and the source code is available
on GitHub [61].

II. MEASUREMENT SETUP

A. TESTBED

The measurements were conducted with the testbed setup
depicted in Fig. 2. The testbed consists of actual 5G net-
work equipment, namely for each network type (SA and
NSA), a packet core, BBU, and an antenna. For the packet
core, we use in the case of SA the Open5GS (Version
2.2.1) [62] open-source 5G packet core and for NSA a
proprietary packet core by Nokia. For the Radio Access
Network (RAN), which consists of BBU and an antenna,
we use equipment by Nokia. The BBU used is Nokia ABIA
and ASIA hardware for the 4G part, as well as Nokia ABIL
and ASIK hardware for the 5G part. As antennas, we use
the Nokia AirScale Indoor Radio 4G-pRRH AHFHIA and
Nokia ASiR 5G-pRRH AWHQB units. The SA and NSA
cores and RAN are connected via a ICX 7850 switch by
Ruckus. As end devices we use a Nokia FastMile 5G Gateway
for NSA measurements and for SA we use the SKM-5xE
Router by Wistron.

The radio transmits in the n78 band from 3.7 Ghz to
3.8 Ghz with a bandwidth of 100 MHz and a transmitter
power output of 17 dBm. The radio operates in the Time
Division Duplex (TDD) mode with slot format 1/4 and semi
static. The RAN operates with a basic configuration without
aggregation and without encryption.

We conducted separate measurements for download (→ in
Figure 2), i.e., from the core (to which the traffic generator
is attached via a wired connection) to the end device, and
for upload (←), i.e., from the end device (to which the
traffic generator is attached with a wired connection) to the
core (to which the traffic capture node is attached with a
wired connection). Each single measurement had a duration

TABLE 1: Software and hardware versions of utilized end
devices.

End Device WNC SKM-5xE

Software version v00.13.00.02_01232021022914_perf
Modem version UMC-A15QE_v13.03
Hardware version v07.07

End Device Nokia FastMile 5G Gateway

Software version 3TG00118ABAF77
Chipset BCM6836 SM8150 SDX50M
Hardware version 3TG00076AAAA

TABLE 2: Radio characteristics of our 4G LTE cell and
5GNR cell as measured by the end devices

5GNR

Freq. 3.7–3.8 GHz
SNR 20 dB
RSRP −68 dBm

LTE

Freq. 2.66–2.665 GHz
SNR 30 dB
RSRP −68 dBm
RSRQ −7 dBm

of 1000 s. We note that the 1.1 Gbit/s downlink capacity is
higher than the 100 Mbit/s uplink capacity. Hence, some of
the very high packet rates that are feasible for the download,
may be infeasible for the upload (or lead to commensurately
high packet losses). In our 5G campus network, the data
packets do not have to traverse a public network. Regular
public 5G networks would require the data packets to take
detours via public network domains, which would add delay.

B. DATA TRAFFIC GENERATION AND MEASUREMENT

1) Traffic Generation and Transmission

Accurate measurements require accurate traffic generation
and measurement (capture). We selected the MoonGen [63]
software for traffic generation and capture as MoonGen can
use commodity Network Interface Cards (NICs) with Data
Plane Development Kit (DPDK) support and still achieves
high-precision packet timestamping and generation of var-
ious packet rates. The traffic generator runs a commodity
PC with a Intel Core i7-9700 processor, 16GB RAM, and
an Ubuntu 20.04 operating system. In addition, the PC is
equipped with two Intel x550 NICs. These NICs are capable
of generating a timestamp for every incoming packet with
nanosecond precision [64].

We generate Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic which is
predominantly used by automation use cases [12]. We focus
on the packet delay, and, more specifically, on the packet
One-Way Delay (OWD). For measuring the OWD, time-
stamps must be captured when the packet is sent (TX) and
when it is received (RX) in a given direction, see Fig 2: In
the download direction, the packet is sent from the traffic
generator via the packet core and RAN to the end device
(with directly wired-attached traffic capture); in the upload
direction, the packet is sent from the end device (whereby the
traffic generator supplies the packet via a direct wire to the
end device) via the RAN and packet core to the traffic capture
node. The OWD can then be evaluated as the difference
between these two timestamps with ∆TOWD = TRX − TTX.
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FIGURE 2: Illustration of measurement testbed for the NSA and SA campus network structures of Fig. 1: The 4G LTE radio
access network (RAN) is composed of the 4G antenna and 4G BBU, which are utilized for the 5G NSA network. The 5G NR
RAN consists of the 5G antenna and 5G BBU, which are utilized for the 5G SA network. The Nokia NSA Core implements
the 4G EPC functionality, while the Open5GS SA core implements the 5GC functionality. The download traffic flow emanates
from the traffic generator node and traverses the 5G network in the core to end device direction, whereby the packet traffic
received by the end device is captured by the traffic generation and capturing node. In contrast, the upload traffic traverses the
5G network in the end device to core direction.
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FIGURE 3: Measurement packet structure.

The TX timestamp is inserted into each measurement packet
by MoonGen using the clock_gettime() method to
acquire CLOCK_REALTIME of the operating system. This
approach has a precision of finer than 1µs, when the frame-
work support of DPDK is used [65]. Figure 3 depicts such
a measurement packet containing the seconds and nanosec-
onds of the TX timestamp separately. In addition, there is a
sequence number to identify each single packet and calculate
its OWD.

2) Traffic Capture

At the receiving side, MoonGen is used as well. The RX
timestamps are gathered when packets are captured using
again the clock_gettime() method. Both the packet TX
and packet RX occur at the Traffic Generator machine, i.e.,
the timestamps are obtained via clock_gettime() from
the same machine clock, which makes synchronization of
multiple machines unnecessary.

The packets together with the RX timestamps are then
stored in Packet Capture (PCAP) files for later evaluation.
Although the timestamp creation is software-based, the pre-
cision is finer than 1µs [65]. Hardware-based timestamping
is possible as well; however, the packet generation rate would

be quite limited. In addition, the hardware clocks of the NICs
would need to be synchronized, even on the same PC. There-
fore, we use software-based timestamping for packet genera-
tion. And, to avoid complex time synchronization, capturing
uses software as well, which achieves a sub-microsecond
precision.

3) Core Delay Measurement

In addition to the total end-to-end OWD, we also evaluate
the delay caused by the SA and NSA core. The core uses
the GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) to transmit the original
data packets to the RAN. The original data packets are
encapsulated within GTP packets (as end device and core
always communicate via GTP). The GTP tunnel between
the end device and the core necessitates packet processing,
i.e., the GTP encapsulation/decapsulation packet processing
and the minimal packet forwarding processing by the Linux
network stack, by both the end device and the core. Since the
packets traverse the core, they traverse the switch two times
(see Figure 2).

For the download (generator to end device), the packet
traverses the switch once before the encapsulation as original
measurement packet and once after the core processing. We
use the mirror function of the switch to redirect all incoming
and outgoing packets to another port to which we have
connected the traffic generator (see dotted Mirror port link in
Figure 2). The time difference between the time instant when
the mirrored copy of the original packet (that traverses the
switch in the traffic generator to core direction) arrives to the
traffic capture and the time instant when the mirrored copy
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of the processed packet (that traverses the switch in the core
to end device direction) arrives to the traffic capture gives the
core processing delay for the download.

For the upload, the generator sends the original measure-
ment packet to the end device. The end device encapsulates
the packet with GTP and sends the GTP-encapsulated packet
to the core, which then unpacks the GTP packet before
sending it to generator. The time difference between the
time instant when the GTP packet arrives from the switch
to the traffic generator (the mirrored copy of the traversing
end device-to-core GTP-encapsulated packet) and the time
instant when the unpacked packet (that has been processed
by the core) arrives to the traffic generator gives the upload
delay of the core.

Since the processing delay of the packets in the core is on
the order of microseconds, the measurement resolution needs
to be some orders of magnitude higher. We use a special
feature of the Intel x550 NICs, which can timestamp each
incoming packet with nanosecond precision [64], whereby
the same (given) port on the same (given) NIC is utilized for
capturing the core traffic. In particular, to determine the core
delay, both the packet traffic entering (going towards) the
core and the (core-processed) packet traffic exiting (coming
from) the core, is captured on the same NIC port with a
timestamp for each packet. Note that for download, the GTP
packet exits the core; whereas for upload, the original packet
exits the core. Since every measurement packet transmitted
by the generator contains a sequence number we can trace
the packet (as well as its copies and GTP version) within the
5G system.

4) Link Delay to Traffic Generator and Capture

We acknowledge that the traffic generator to end device con-
nection and the switch to traffic generator connection intro-
duce some delays. The processing, forwarding, transmission,
and propagation delays of these two links cannot be avoided
in a physical testbed that utilizes 5G bridges/routers. We note
that our setup is a minimal approach, hence our measure-
ments indicate the lower delay bounds. Also, compensating
for these delays would not be sensible because an end user
could not compensate for these delays either. These link
delays would only be avoided in scenarios where applications
run directly on the core (edge computing) or the end device;
however, then other ancillary delays arise, e.g., for the oper-
ating system (OS) network stack and for switching packets
between VMs. We also note that in our measurement testbed,
the delays of these two links are negligible. Specifically the
switch to traffic generator link delay for a switch (internal)
processing latency of 0.8µs [66], a maximum packet size of
1280 bytes, and a 10 Gbit/s connection is

TTG,Switch = TProc + TTrans + TProp

= 0.8µs +
1280 · 8 bit

10Gbit/s
+

2m

2 · 108 m/s
≈ 1.8µs.

For the traffic generator to end device link delay calculation,
we assume that the end devices are based on Linux, e.g., the
Nokia devices are based on Android, and use its standard
forwarding capability. For a typical forwarding processing
delay of 200µs [67]–[70] in the end device, in conjunction
with a maximum packet size of 1280 bytes and a 1 Gbit/s
connection,

TTG,EndDev = TProcessing + TTrans + TProp

= 200µs +
1280 · 8 bit

1Gbit/s
+

2m

2 · 108 m/s
≈ 210µs.

Currently, the data sheets of 5G devices, even for industrial
usage, provide no further information on the delay introduced
by forwarding the traffic from 5G to Ethernet (for our down-
load), nor the delay introduced by forwarding from Ethernet
to 5G (for our upload). We note that in the case of local
processing on the end devices, the forwarding delay can be
avoided, but the Linux network stack introduces an additional
delay of the same magnitude [71].

C. METRICS

1) One-Way Delay

For a given packet, the One-Way Delay (OWD) is evalu-
ated as the difference between the receiving timestamp and
the sending timestamp, which are gathered as described in
Sections II-B1 and II-B2. The benefit of One-Way Delay
(OWD) over traditional Round-Trip Time (RTT)-based mea-
surements, e.g., using ping, is that the OWD allows for the
detailed investigation of the individual download and upload
delay components.

2) Packet Loss

Packet losses can occur in the examined 5G network setup,
especially for high packet rates. We generate packets accord-
ing to a prescribed packet rate, without congestion control.
Hence, the data rate can exceed the capacity of the 5G
system, leading to packet losses. In the core, packets can
be lost because classic socket API programming, as used
in Open5GS and presumably also in the Nokia core, is not
designed to handle many packets per second of a single
stream. In the case of Open5GS, the developers are aware
of this issue and modern packet processing frameworks, such
as DPDK or Cisco’s Vector Packet Processing (VPP), could
increase the performance in terms of processing delay and
throughput 1. We denote the core packet loss probability as
ǫCore.

The overall end-to-end (E2E) packet loss probability ǫE2E

over the entire communication path, which consists mainly of
the RAN and the core, can be measured in the testbed setup.
However, the RAN packet loss probability ǫRAN cannot be
measured directly and needs to be evaluated from the mea-
sured ǫE2E and ǫCore. From the approximately independent

1https://github.com/open5gs/open5gs/issues/759
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core packet loss probability ǫCore and RAN loss probability
ǫRAN, the E2E loss probability can be evaluated as

ǫE2E = 1− (1− ǫCore) · (1− ǫRAN),

Rearranging, we obtain

ǫRAN =
ǫE2E + ǫCore

ǫCore − 1
,

which we utilize to deduce where the losses occur in our 5G
system.

3) Packet Delay Variation (PDV) and Inter-Packet Delay

Variation (IPDV)

In addition to achieving low packet delays, the ability of 5G
to deliver packets with a constant delay is important. Hence,
the delay variation needs to be evaluated. We consider the two
main packet delay variation metrics, namely the Inter-Packet
Delay Variation (IPDV) and Packet Delay Variation (PDV)
defined according to RFC 5481 [72]. The IPDV is calculated
as the difference of the delay between consecutive packets,
whereby the average IPDV should always be zero. The PDV
is calculated as the difference between each individual packet
delay and the minimum packet delay of a measurement
interval. In summary, the PDV and IPDV metrics evaluate
the variance of the measured packet delays, i.e., assess how
“deterministic” the packet delay is on the communication
link.

4) Downtime

A downtime measure should characterize whether the com-
munication link can fulfill the delay requirements, e.g., for
robot control or not. We consider the number of consecutive
packets that exceed a prescribed tolerable maximum delay
as downtime measure. In principle, the total number of
packets exceeding a prescribed delay requirement within a
given measurement interval can already be determined by
the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the OWDs.
However, robot control over networks typically requires that
no more than 3 to 6 consecutive packets exceed the delay
requirement [12].

III. RESULTS: END-TO-END DELAY AND PACKET

LOSSES

As first evaluation we examine the total one-way delay
OWD and packet losses for the entire (end-to-end) download
communication path from the traffic generator (via a wired
connection to the packet core) to the end devices as well as
the upload communication path from the end devices to the
traffic capture (via a wired connection to the packet core).

A. DOWNLOAD

1) Packet Delay: One-Way Delay (OWD)

Figure 4 shows the download OWD for various packet rates
for 128 byte packets. We observe from Figure 4 that for a
given technology (SA or NSA), the OWD varies in a seem-
ingly counter-intuitive pattern for the different packet rates:

FIGURE 4: Empirical cumulative distribution function
(ECDF) of end-2-end download One-Way Delay (OWD) for
different packet rates; fixed packet size of 128 bytes.

Starting from the 10 packet/s rate, the OWD tends to very
slightly increase as the packet rate increases to 100 packet/s
rate and then the OWD makes a substantial jump as the
packet rate is increased to 1000 and 10000 packet/s, while
increasing the packet rate to 100000 packets/s substantially
reduces the OWD, even slightly below the OWD level for
10 packet/s for SA. This seemingly counter-intuitive OWD
behavior appears to be due to batch processing mechanisms
in the RAN scheduling and core packet processing. It ap-
pears that low packet rates (10–100 packet/s) are processed
relatively quickly while moderately high packet rates (1000–
10000 packets/s) appear to trigger the creation of larger
batches (packet trains) that increase the delays of individual
packets. On the other hand, extremely high packet rates
(on the order of 100000 packets/s) appear to fill the batches
formed for the processing very quickly so that the individual
packets are not unduly delayed.

We also observe from Figure 4 that SA achieved generally
approximately 2–8 ms shorter OWD than NSA. This indi-
cates that SA appears generally better suited to achieve OWD
below 10 ms.

In additional evaluations for which we do not include
detailed plots due to space constraints, we examined the
OWD for fixed packet rates as a function of the packet
size ranging from 128 bytes to 1280 bytes. We found that
the packet size has essentially no effect on the OWD. This
consistent with the results in [59] and is plausible since the
packet size influences mainly the transmission delay (packet
size divided by the transmission bitrate), which is negligible
for high data rates, such as in 5G.

2) Packet Loss

We evaluated the packet loss probabilities for the core and
RAN in percent (of the total number of transmitted pack-
ets) for the packet rates 10, 100, 1000, 10000, and 100000
packets/s for the fixed packet size of 128 bytes. We found
that there are no packet losses, except for the high packet
rate of 100000 packets per second, which resulted for the SA
RAN in ǫRAN = 3.28 · 10−4% and ǫcore = 10−6% for the
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128 256 512 1024 1280

SA-Core 1.00e-6% 2.00e-5% 6.30e-5% 7.51e-5% 3.30e-5%
SA-RAN 3.28e-4% 8.11e-2% 8.67e-2% 1.36e-1% 8.17e0%
NSA-Core 1.52e-1% 2.79e-1% 2.41e-1% 5.02e-1% 4.95e-1%
NSA-RAN 0.00e0% 1.55e-1% 6.43e-2% 6.23e-2% 2.30e0%

FIGURE 5: Download packet loss probabilities for different
packet sizes and a rate of 100000 packets per second.

Open5GS core, while for NSA, ǫRAN = 0 and the Nokia core
had ǫcore = 1.52 · 10−1%. For 100000 packet/s, the required
bandwidth is 128 bytes · 8 · 100000 = 102.4 Mbit/s, i.e., well
below the 1.1 Gbit/s download capacity. Hence we can con-
clude that packet losses can occur in the 5G RAN and core
even if the capacity of the air interface is not exceeded. Future
research should examine whether cores that employ software
or hardware based accelerations frameworks, e.g., [73]–[78],
can mitigate the packet losses.

We next evaluate different packets sizes at a packet rate of
100000 packets per second in order to examine the influence
of an increasing required packet traffic bandwidth (bitrate).
Figure 5 indicates that for the 5G NSA Nokia core, the core
packet loss probability ǫcore is rather stable (albeit at a fairly
high level on the order of 10−1%) as the packet size increases
and thus the required bandwidth also increases. In contrast,
with Open5GS, there is a core packet loss increase from
packet sizes 128 to 1024 bytes, however, the loss probability
stays below 10−4%. Therefore, we can reasonably conclude
that the packet rate is the dominant factor for the packet
losses during download in the core.

However, for increasing packet sizes, we can observe in
Figure 5 increasing packet losses on the RAN air interface.
We observe a dramatic increase of ǫRAN when the packet size
is doubled from 128 bytes to 256 bytes; further packet size
doubling to 512 bytes and 1024 bytes tends to only slightly
further increase ǫRAN. Focusing on the large 1280 byte packet
size, we observe from Figure 5 that SA suffers mainly losses
at the air interface (on the order of 10%) while the SA core
losses are negligible (on the order of 10−5%). In contrast, the
NSA core losses are significant (on the order of 10−1%) and
only slightly lower than the NSA air interface (RAN) losses.

Overall, the results in Figure 5 thus indicate that the
RAN packet losses depend mainly on the utilization of the
radio link. Both the NSA and SA radio links have the same

FIGURE 6: End-2-End download Packet Delay Variation
V) for different packet rates; fixed packet size of
bytes.

bandwidth and should in theory achieve the same throughput.
The small differences are likely due to differences of the
antenna quality. On the other hand, the core losses depend
on the packet rate and the implementation of the respective
core technology (SA vs. NSA). A possible explanation for the
different behaviors of the SA and NSA cores, is that the 5G
NSA Nokia core is a professional solution that offers a larger
feature set than the 5G SA Open5GS. The larger feature set
could possibly lead to performance reduction in the case of
the Nokia core. This causes packets to queue up, resulting in
increased core delays, as evaluated in Section IV, and, once
queues overflow, to increased losses.

3) Delay Variability: PDV and IPDV

Figure 6 shows the PDV for various packets rates for pack-
ets with a size of 128 bytes. We observe from Figure 6
that the packet rate has a considerable effect on the PDV
(while additional evaluations revealed that the packet size
has no significant effect on the PDV). Interestingly, the low
packet rates (10–100 packets/s) that exhibited low OWD
in Figure 4 give relatively low PDV in Figure 6, while the
moderately high packet rates (1000–10000 packets/s) with
the high OWD in Figure 4 correspond to relatively high
PDV in Figure 6, and the extremely high packet rates (on
the order of 100000 packets/s) exhibit relatively low OWD
in Figure 4 and low PDV in Figure 6. Also, the generally
longer NSA OWD compared to the shorter SA OWD in
Figure 4 correspond to higher PDV for NSA than for SA in
Figure 6. Thus, overall, the results in Figures 4 and 6 indicate
a correspondence between OWD and PDV. Importantly, the
relatively high PDV up to 5–15 ms for the moderately high
packet rates (1000–10000 packets/s) indicate inconsistencies
in the packet delay that could disrupt automatic control that
requires consistent periodic updates of the control data every
few milliseconds.

Figure 7 shows the CDF of IPDVs. We observe from
Figure 7 that for 10, 100, and 10000 packets/s, the IPDV
is approximately symmetrically distributed around zero. The
maximum inter-packet delay is generally ±1.5ms for 10
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FIGURE 7: End-2-End download Inter-Packet
tion (IPDV) for different packet rates; fixed
128 bytes.

packets/s and for SA with 100 packets/s, whereas NSA with
100 packets/s exhibits substantially larger IPDV that reaches
from −4ms to +2.5ms. For 10 to 100 packets/s, the IPDVs
occur at multiples of ±0.5ms. which is likely due to the
scheduling dynamics of the RAN.

We further observe from Figure 7 that for 1000 packets/s,
the IPDVs are not symmetrically distributed around zero;
rather, the median IPDV is approximately −1ms. Closer
inspection of the packet delay traces revealed an oscilla-
tory saw-tooth-like behavior of the individual successive
packet delays. These saw-tooth dynamics result in few rel-
atively large positive inter-packet delays (around +5ms)
during a rising edge of a saw-tooth, and numerous relatively
small negative inter-packet delays (around −1ms) during the
falling edge. A possible explanation for these dynamics is
the slotted medium access in 5G. As long as the channel is
reserved for a sender, the packets experience relatively short
delays (resulting in the small negative inter-packet delays).
When a reservation expires, packets are queued, causing
a rapid increase in delay (rising edge of saw-tooth with
relatively large positive inter-packet delays). As soon as the
channel is reserved again, the queues are emptied, returning
the delays to low levels. A possible work-around this issue
could be the usage of Frequency Division Duplex (FDD)
instead of TDD. However, for the common n78 frequency
band used in this study, the usage of TDD is mandatory.

The ratio of the IPDV to the OWD is especially high for
low packet rates (10, 100 packets/s). This could be an issue
for robot control e.g., via Profinet, which usually requires a
low delay variation.

4) Downtime

In addition to the delay variation, it is important to know
how many consecutive packets exceed a delay requirement,
as evaluated by the Downtime metric introduced in Sec-
tion II-C4. We set a 10 ms delay threshold. Figure 8 shows
the number of consecutive threshold-exceeding packets for
different packet rates for packets of size 128 bytes. Figure 8
indicates that in the range of 10 to 100 packets/s, only at most

FIGURE 8: End-2-End download: Number of consecutive
threshold exceeding packets for different packet rates; fixed

et size of 128 bytes.

one consecutive packet exceeds the delay threshold for both
SA and NSA (not a single packet exceeded the 10 ms thresh-
old for the SA 10 packet/s scenario; therefore, this scenario
does not appear in Figure 8). Starting with 1000 packets/s,
the delay generally increases (see Figure 4); accordingly, it is
to be expected that the number of consecutive packets that ex-
ceed the 10 ms threshold also increases. For 1000 packets/s,
SA ensures that more than the probability range represented
by the whiskers (from [Q1 − 1.5(Q3 −Q1), Q3 +1.5(Q3 −

Q1)] with Q1 and Q3 denoting the first and third quartiles,
respectively) of the spans of consecutive threshold-exceeding
packets are two or less, while for NSA, more than 75% of the
spans are twenty or less; thus, robot control, which can have 3
to 6 consecutive packets exceeding the threshold, would still
be feasible with SA. Interestingly, for 100000 packets/s, long
spans of 100 or more consecutive packets that exceed the
delay threshold can occur, despite the very short OWD for the
100000 packets/s rate (see Figure 4). Apparently, the efficient
batching at the high packet rates, which achieves short OWD
can leave on the order of hundred to a thousand packets at
a stretch out of a current processing batch, and thus cause
large delays for these unfortunate packets. This underscores
the importance of examining and addressing the distribution
of packet delays at the upper end of the delay distribution in
order to rigorously examine reliability.

Note that the downtime [in units of seconds] during which
no update is delivered to a control application is the inverse
of the packet rate multiplied by the number of consecutive
packets that exceed the prescribed delay threshold. For in-
stance, for 100 packets/s, which has at most one consec-
utive packet exceeding the delay threshold, the downtime
is (1/100) [1/packets/s] × 1 packet = 10ms, while for
1000 packets/s (and the probability range [Q1 − 1.5(Q3 −

Q1), Q3 + 1.5(Q3 − Q1)]), SA has a corresponding down-
time of 2 ms. Thus, one potential strategy for reducing the
downtime [in units of seconds] is to effectively increase
the packet rate of robot applications with inherently low
packets rates through multiple transmissions of each packet,
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i.e., essentially through repetition coding. For instance, an
application with an inherent packet rate of 100 packets/s can
reduce the downtime from 10 ms to 2 ms by repeating each
packet ten times (thus effectively sending with a packet rate
of 1000 packets/s).

5) Summary and Discussion

In summary, losses in 5G mobile communications are gener-
ally rare. However, packet losses can occur for high packet
rates and are exacerbated by large packet sizes. The classic
socket API programming in the currently available core im-
plementations apparently lacks the efficiency for processing
high packet rates. In the context of 5G as an industrial
communication standard, future research and development
needs to shift its focus away from the “few-big-packets” view
towards a “many-small-packets” view of communication for
industry use cases. The Linux operating system used in end
devices and for hosting the core is designed to process few
big packets (or batches of small packets), as they are more
optimal in terms of overhead (and throughput). However, the
5G wireless network will be used to bridge between wired
infrastructure (where the robot control is deployed) and one
or more robots.

Robot control is characterized by small periodically sent
packets, e.g., with a rate of 1 kHz (i.e., 1000 packets/s). If
there are several robots behind a 5G gateway, the required
packet rates accumulate and hence can readily lead to ag-
gregated packet rates in the moderately high to extremely
high range (10000–100000 packets/s). The necessity and
challenge of achieving high packet rates is often neglected,
e.g., in [79], where robot control is described with low
latency, low data rate (because of small packets), and high
reliability, i.e. a classical Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency
Communications (URLLC) use case. However, these rarely
considered required packet rates can strongly influence the
5G network performance, as demonstrated by the results in
this section.

In addition, the Media Access Control (MAC) must be
interfaced in a synchronized, i.e., time-coordinated, manner
with the application processes running on the devices that
send the packets. Mismatches between the sending processes
on the end devices and the channel reservation processes
on the 5G network can lead to packet delay variations and
varying inter-packet delays which then in turn can lead
to packets exceeding delay thresholds. More specifically,
widely scattered packet delays result in a wide spread in
the ECDFs as depicted in Figure 4, high PDVs as shown in
Figure 6, and an asymmetric IPDV distribution as indicated
in Figure 7. These delay characteristics are typically not a
major problem for throughput-centric applications, such as
media delivery with pre-buffering. However, for cyclic real-
time communication, these delay characteristics pose critical
challenges.

Current research, e.g., in [80]–[85], has begun to tackle
the integration of Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) into
5G systems, to enable real-time communication. However,

FIGURE 9: Empirical cumulative distribution function
(ECDF) of end-2-end upload One-Way Delay (OWD) for
different packet rates; fixed packet size of 128 bytes.

a main remaining challenge are mechanisms for timely RAN
transmissions, e.g., channel pre-allocation mechanisms that
ensure that packets are not queued but directly sent. One
approach could be to design and operate a time synchronized
network, where end devices, 5G RAN, and 5G core are
all synchronized. The time synchronization could avoid the
accumulation of multiple packets along the network transport
path, and thus additional queuing delay and packet losses.

B. UPLOAD

1) One-way Delay

Figure 9 depicts the OWD distribution for various packet
rates for a packet size of 128 bytes. For SA, the upload
results in Figure 9 are comparable to the download results
in Figure 4 for 10 to 1000 packets/s. Starting with 10 000
packets/s, we observe from Figure 9 that the 5G SA network
exhibits a pronounced upload delay increase compared to the
lower packet rates and the corresponding download delays
in Figure 4. In addition, at 100 000 packets/s, the nominal
uplink capacity of 100 Mbit/s is exceeded and hence packets
are dropped due to congestion.

2) Packet Loss

Figure 10 depicts the upload RAN and core packet loss
probabilities for a range of packet rates for a fixed 128 byte
packet size. For a packet rate of 10000 packets/s, we observe
from Figure 10 a packet loss probability of almost 10% at
the 5G SA Open5GS core. At 100000 packets/s. the losses
caused by the Open5GS core increase to nearly 60%. In
addition, there are now also losses in the RAN, namely about
74% for SA and 30% for NSA. Thus, for 100000 packets/s
at a packet size of 128 bytes approx. 100000 packets/s · 8 ·

128 bytes × (1 − 0.744) ≈ 26.2Mbits/s effectively arrive
(GTP overhead not counted) to the core in the SA RAN
and about 71.7Mbits/s in the NSA RAN. However, these
losses are not necessarily caused because the capacity of the
RAN is exceeded. This can be seen in Figure 11, where the
packet loss probabilities for various packet sizes are depicted
for a packet rate of 10000 packets/s. Comparing the packet
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10 100 1000 10000 100000

SA-Core 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 9.86e0% 5.77e1%
SA-RAN 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 7.44e1%
NSA-Core 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 8.70e-2%
NSA-RAN 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 3.00e1%

FIGURE 10: Upload packet loss probabilities for RAN and
core for different packet rates and a packet size of 128 bytes.

128 256 512 1024 1280
SA-Core 9.86e0% 1.59e1% 2.48e0% 5.20e-4% 0.00e0%
SA-RAN 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 0.00e0%
NSA-Core 0.00e0% 6.20e-4% 0.00e0% 2.05e-3% 0.00e0%
NSA-RAN 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 0.00e0% 2.19e1% 3.77e1%

FIGURE 11: Upload packet loss probabilities for RAN and
core for different packet sizes and a rate of 10000 packets/s.

loss probabilities in the SA RAN and SA core at 100000
packets/s and a packet size of 128 bytes from Figure 10 with
the values in Figure 11 at a packet size of 1280 byte and
10000 packets/s, we see that, although the same bandwidth
is required, there are no packet losses for the lower 10000
packets/s rate. Also, we observe from Figure 11 that for the
packet sizes 128 to 512 bytes there can be significant losses
in the case of the 5G SA Open5GS core, which decrease for
larger packet sizes. This seemingly counterintuitive decrease
of the packet loss probability for increasing
further examined in Section IV-B, see in particular Figure 21.

For the NSA RAN, we observ about the same packet
loss probabilities at 100000 packets/s and a packet size of
128 bytes in Figure 10, namely 30%, and for 1280 byte sized
packets at a rate of 10000 packets/s in Figure 11 namely
37.7%. Hence, the losses in the NSA RAN are probably

FIGURE 12: End-2-End upload Packet Delay Variation
(PDV) for different packet rates; fixed packet size of
128 bytes.

FIGURE 13: End-2-End upload Packet Delay Variation
(PDV) for different packet sizes; fixed packet rate of 1000
packets/s.

because the capacity is reached at about 71.7Mbits/s and
63.8Mbits/s, respectively. In other words, the achieved NSA
upload throughput is generally independent from the packet
rate and size.

3) Packet Delay Variability: PDV and IPDV

Similar to the download, there is a correlation of PDV and
packet rate, as depicted in Figure 12. To improve readability
we omit the 100000 packets/s rate from all following upload
plots. While in NSA there is a big step-up of the PDV from
10 to 100 packets/s, in SA this PDV step-up occurs at 1000 to
10000 packets/s. In the case of SA, the PDV step-up can be
partially explained with the performance issues of Open5GS
in upload starting from 10000 packets/s, as examined in detail
in Section IV-B. However, the specific reasons for the PDV
step-up of NSA at relatively low packet rates are unknown
and are an interesting direction for future research.

acket sizes have an effect on the upload PDV for SA,
as observed from Figure 13. The SA upload PDV linearly
increases from 128 byte packets to 512 byte packets for SA,
whereas the packet size does not influence the NSA PDV.
Generally, these upload PDV values tend to be higher than
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FIGURE 14: End-2-End upload Inter-Packet
tion (IPDV) for different packet rates; fixed pack
128 bytes (corresponding download IPDV in Fig.

the PDV values for download in Figure 6: for instance, for
the low 10 packets/s rate, the download PDV was below
2 ms in Figure 6, but is reaching values of 5 ms and higher
for upload in Figure 13. Thus, download and upload are
clearly not behaving symmetrically as far as packet delay
variations are concerned, which has to be accounted for by
industrial control applications that require specific timing
characteristics for both upload and download.

For both NSA and SA, the upload IPDV ECDF in Fig-
ure 14 has a wider spread compared to the download IPDV
ECDF in Figure 7. Closer examination of the ECDF in
Figure 14 reveals that the IPDV is distributed at discrete
distances, which are equal for both SA and NSA. For 10
and 100 packets/s, the IPDVs are at multiples of ±2.5ms.
Starting with 1000 packets/s, the IPDVs are not symmet-
rically distributed around 0 ms, but start from −1ms and
then increase in 2.5 ms steps. These upload IPDV behaviors
are likely due to the RAN scheduling and are distinctly
different from the download IPDV in Figure 7, which had
increments in ±0.5ms steps, indicating a different internal
RAN scheduling for upload vs. download. The wide spread
of the upload IPDV is especially concerning for applications
that require highly consistent upload packet updates, e.g.,
periodic measurements of a robot sensor.

4) Downtime

Also in upload, time-sensitive information must be able to
be sent, so the Downtime metric can provide interesting
insights here as well. We again set the threshold at 10 ms.
In Figure 15, various packet rates are examined for a pack-
ets of size 128 bytes. For SA, the number of consecutive
threshold exceeding packets increases when the packet rate
is increased. However, for 10 to 1000 packets/s, about 90%
of the packets have a delay less than 10 ms, as shown in
Figure 9. This demonstrates again that only relying on the
CDFs is not sufficient. For NSA, only 20% of delays are
below 10 ms in Figure 9, except for 10 packets/s, and this
corresponds to the general increased consecutive threshold-
exceeding packets compared to SA in Figure 15.

FIGURE 15: End-2-End upload downtime: Number of con-
ve threshold exceeding packets for different packet
fixed packet size of 128 bytes.

To summarize, the communication from end devices
to the infrastructure side, i.e., the upload, exhibits very
different characteristics compared to the download. Al-
though the highest possible throughput differs for down-
load (1.1 Gbit/s) and upload (100 Mbit/s), the packet delay
should—in theory—be the same. However, our measure-
ments indicate a significant difference between upload delay
and download delay. Hence, these measurements demon-
strate that it is important to evaluate the upload delays and
download delays separately.

IV. RESULTS: CORE DELAY

The motivation for utilizing 5G for Industry 4.0-related
use cases is often the claimed real-time capability of 5G.
However, in recent years, the core components have been
implemented in software, which runs on commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) hardware and common operating systems,
such as Linux. The driving factors of the core development
have mainly been throughput, scalability, and cost, which can
be optimized through software. However, the software-based
execution on common operating systems comes at the cost
of relinquishing control over computing resources, which is
needed to guarantee real-time packet processing. Therefore, a
close examination of the core processing delay is warranted.

A. DOWNLOAD CORE DELAY

1) Delay ECDF

This section presents the measurement results for the down-
load core delay, which is a component of the download end-
to-end delay examined in Section III-A. Figure 16 depicts the
download core delay for different packet rates for packets of
size 128 bytes (the corresponding end-to-end delay is shown
in Figure 4). We observe from Figure 16 that for the 5G SA
Open5GS core, the core delay generally tends to decrease
for increasing packet rate (except for the 100000 packets/s
rate, which tends to increase the core delay compared to
the 10000 packets/s rate). A possible explanation for this
seemingly counter-intuitive result is the batch processing by
the operating system: usually multiple packets are aggregated
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FIGURE 16: 5G SA Open5GS and 5G NSA
core delay for different packet rates; fixed
size.

before being sent as a packet batch to an application (5G core
in our case) in the user space. This packet batching increases
the throughput, but also adds delay for low packet rates.
However, for very high packet rates, e.g., 100000 packets
per second, and small packet sizes, both cores are not able
to process the packets fast enough, which results in losses, as
investigated in Section III-A2.

We also observe from Figure 16 that the 5G NSA Nokia
core exhibits the same general behavior as the 5G Open5GS
core of decreasing core delays for increasing packet rates.
Furthermore, we observe that the 5G NSA Nokia core
achieves shorter core delays than the 5G SA Open5GS core
for low packet rates in the 10–1000 packet/s range.

In the case of Open5GS, we observe only a slight de-
lay increase when the packet rate increases from 10000 to
100000 packets/s. However, a more significant increase can
be observed in the case of the Nokia core, namely from about
40µs for 10000 packets/s to about 0.4–0.7 ms (for the 90%
percentile) for 100000 pakets/s. (with outliers up to 10 ms,
i.e., the end of the purple dotted line). Overall, at the high
packet rates, the 5G NSA Nokia core appears to be slower,
hence more packets queue up, resulting in higher delays (and
losses, see Figure 5).

We found in additional evaluations that for both the 5G SA
Open5GS core and the 5G NSA Nokia core, the core delay
tends to increase only very slightly with increasing packet
sizes, i.e., the packet sizes have very little effect on the core
delay

2) Core Delay Variability: PDV and IPDV

Figure 17 shows the PDV for various packet rates. To im-
prove readability the rate of 100 000 packets per second has
been omitted. (Additional evaluations indicated no impact of
the packet size on the PDV.) From 10 to 1000 packets/s, the
Nokia core has a lower PDV compared to the Open5GS core.
Both cores have the lowest PDV for a packet rate of 10000
packets per second, which corresponds to the lowest packet
delays achieved in Figure 16. The decrease of PDV can be
explained by the general reduction of delay at high (but not

FIGURE 17: 5G SA Open5GS and 5G NSA Nokia download
download Packet Delay Variation (PDV) for different

packet rates; fixed 128 byte packet size.

FIGURE 18: 5G SA Open5GS and 5G NSA Nokia download
core Inter-Packet Delay Variation (IPDV) for different packet
rates, for 128 byte packet size.

excessively high) packet rates. Overall, the PDV values of
up to 0.3 ms with Open5GS and 0.25 ms with Nokia core
demonstrate the need for future research and development
efforts on the core delay consistency. More specifically, in
a scenario with tight delay budgets, e.g., 10 ms or less,
where a fixed share of the latency budget is allocated for
core processing, 0.3 ms more core delay can significantly
impact the overall delay budget and proper functioning of the
applications. Hence, future research should not necessarily
focus on minimizing the delay, but should rather focus on
achieving a stable (consistent) packet delay to achieve reli-
able deterministic 5G network service.

Next, we consider the impact of the packet rate on the
IPDV as shown in Figure 18 (the packet size was found
to have no impact on the IPDV). In contrast to the PDV
results, the 5G SA Open5GS core outperforms the 5G NSA
Nokia core, which has a higher IPDV from 10 to 10000
packets per second. Similar to the PDV results, the IPDV
decreases substantially for packet rates above 1000 packets
per second for both core types. The drastic decrease of
IPDV from 1000 to 10000 packets/s appears to be again
due to the batch processing. Although the Nokia core has
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FIGURE 19: 5G SA Open5GS and 5G NSA Nokia core
for download: Number of consecutive packets exceeding
a 400µs delay threshold for different packet rates; fixed
128 byte packet size.

a better PDV than Open5GS, the Nokia core has a worse
IPDV, which should be examined in further detail in future
research. A possible explanation could be that the Nokia core
internally processes several packets at once, similar to the
operating system does with batch processing. In this way, the
processing of packets would be more efficient in terms of
CPU utilization, throughput, and delay at low packet rates.
However, between these groups of packets a delay gap would
be created, resulting in a higher IPDV.

In summary, future users of 5G in automation need to
closely examine the type and performance of packet pro-
cessing in the core. Otherwise, undesirable behaviors could
severely disrupt the automatic control of robots.

3) Downtime

For the Downtime evaluation, we set the core delay threshold
to 0.4 ms, which is feasible for both cores according to
Figure 16. Although this delay threshold value is arbitrary,
it is a realistic assumption for future implementations of
operational network that carry real-time industrial control
packet traffic with an allocated delay budget.

Figure 19 depicts the downtime for different packet rates
for a fixed packet size of 128 bytes. We observe from Fig-
ure 19 that for packet rates of 10 to 1000 packets/s, only
up to 1 consecutive packets exceed the delay threshold.
Interestingly, for 10000 packets/s, the number of consecutive
packets increases for both core types despite having the
lowest delay for more than 90% of the packets, as shown in
Figure 16, at this packet rate. A possible explanation could
be that despite batch processing at high packet rates, which
decreases the delay for the majority of packets, some packets
will not be included in the next batch and hence experience a
relatively high delay. It is also possible that the dynamics of
setting the batch sizes and forming batches [86] as well as the
timing of interrupts that are triggered in the network interface
processing units upon batch formation [87] contribute to the
excessive delays for a number of consecutive packets. At
100000 packets per second, both cores would violate a limit

FIGURE 20: 5G SA Open5GS and 5G NSA Nokia upload
core delay for different packet rates; fixed 128 byte packet
size.

of 3-6 consecutive threshold-exceeding packets.

B. UPLOAD CORE DELAY

As we mentioned before, we already noticed performance
differences in the E2E measurements during upload com-
pared to download. To recall, in Figure 10 we measured
significantly higher packet losses, especially for 5G SA
Open5GS. In addition, one must keep in mind that in the
upload core measurements, the specified packet rates do not
necessarily correspond to the actual packet arrival rates to
the core: Packet losses in the RAN can reduce the upload
packet arrival rates to the core e.g., when 100000 packets/s
are sent by the end device into the SA RAN, we observe from
Figure 10 that only about 25600 packets/s arrive to the core.

Figure 20 shows the upload core delay for different packet
rates. For low packet rates of 10 to 1000 packets the upload
core delays in Figure 20 are similar to the download core
delays in Figure 16. Starting with 10000 packet/s, the upload
core delays for both Open5GS and Nokia in Figure 20 differ
from the download core delays in Figure 16. For 10000
packets/s, 20% of the upload core delays in Figure 20 are
above 1 ms and for 100000 packets/s more than 40% of the
upload core delays are above 1 ms. Interestingly, this applies
equally to both cores. The reasons for these pronounced core
delay increases for high packet rates for upload (which did
not occur for download) should be examined in follow-up
research. The computing power does not seem to be the
reason, since in download the end devices have to unpack the
GTP packets, compared to upload where the core (with more
plentiful computing resources compared to the end devices)
terminates the GTP tunnel.

Furthermore, the high spread of the upload core delays in
Figure 20 from about 0.4 ms to about 2 ms at high packet
rates should be noted. For robotics applications, these 2 ms
could be considered the worst case and budgeted accordingly.
Future research should examine the use of packet processing
acceleration frameworks to improve reliability.

Importantly, for different packet sizes we noticed a di-
vergent performance compared to download, as shown in
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Figure 21. For both cores, we make the counterintuitive

FIGURE 21: 5G SA Nokia upload
core delay for different packet rate of
10000 packets/s.

observation that with increasing packets size, the upload core
delay decreases. Whereby, the Nokia core seems to benefit
more from larger packets, i.e., provides a more pronounced
upload core delay decrease for the 1024 and 1280 byte pack-
ets compared to the smaller packet sizes. These decreases of
the upload core delay are significant; in contrast, for down-
load there was no significant influence of the packet size on
the download core delay. This counterintuitive behavior may
be due to a combination of several effects. First, the batching
of packets likely plays a role, whereby the lower delays for
large packets may indicate that batches may work on the basis
of filling a prescribed batch size in terms of number of bytes.
However, the fact that this counterintuitive behavior did not
occur for the download direction indicates that additional
effects are at work in the upload direction. Typically, the
User Plane Function (UPF), which is responsible for packet
processing, is differently implemented for upload vs. down-
load; the differences in implementation can be verified for
Open5GS core and are likely also present for the proprietary
Nokia core. Additionally, it is important to keep in mind that
the upload traffic arrives via the RAN to the core. Thus, the
packet aggregation in the RAN scheduling and transmission
cycles can lead to bursty packet traffic arrivals to the core.
One advantage of our measurement setup in Figure 2 with
the switch and mirror port is that our packet traffic traces that
accompany this study can be analyzed for the upload data
packet arrival dynamics to the core.

V. SUMMARY AND RESULTING RESEARCH

IMPERATIVES

This section summarizes the main insights derived from the
5G NSA and SA campus network measurement results and
formulates the corresponding imperatives for future research
and development. We note that the summaries and research
imperatives presented in this section apply generally to both
5G NSA campus networks and 5G SA campus networks.
5G NSA campus networks are commonly only viewed as
an intermediate technology to bridge the gap until the 5G

SA campus network technology is fully available. We have
included the comparison between 5G NSA and SA campus
networks in this study since some companies may want to
rely on public networks, which are still NSA-based, for the
foreseeable future.

A. LOW LATENCY FOR ONLY 95% OF THE PACKETS IS

NOT SUFFICIENT

1) Measurement Result Summary

The ECDF plots of the download OWD in Figure 4 and the
upload OWD in Figure 9 reveal that the packet delays scatter
over a relatively wide range compared to the median packet
delays. For instance, for SA, 95% of the download delays are
in the range from 4 ms to 10 ms; whereby the delay spreads
for NSA download as well as the delay spreads for upload
with both SA and NSA are even wider. Robotics applications
need to budget for the worst case delay. Whereby, the 10 ms
may not be suitable to be considered as the worst case delay
if the number of consecutive packets that exceed the 10 ms
delay budget (threshold) are higher than the typically 3–6
consecutive threshold-exceeding packets that can be tolerated
by robotics applications.

2) Research and Development Imperative

The wide range of packet delays observed in the measure-
ments combined with the needs of industrial robotics appli-
cations for a prescribed delay threshold (that is exceeded only
by very few consecutive packets) gives rise to a development
and research imperative that focuses on the upper tail of the
packet delay distribution. Specifically, future research and
development should emphasize the reduction of the upper
percentiles of the packet delays, e.g., the 98% percentile
of the packet delay should be minimized. Furthermore, the
dynamics of the packets that exceed the upper packet delay
percentiles should be engineered such that only few consec-
utive packets exceed a given upper percentile of the delay,
e.g., less than three consecutive packets should exceed the
98% packet delay percentile. This engineering of the packet
delay dynamics would then permit robotics applications to
budget with a given upper delay percentile with assurance
that only a tolerably small number of consecutive packets
exceed a tolerable delay threshold.

The shift of the research and development focus towards
the reduction of the upper delay percentiles and the reduction
of the number consecutive delay-threshold exceeding packets
will require a fundamental shift away from the conventional
packet processing paradigms that emphasize high packet
throughput and short mean packet delay.

B. RETHINK THE CORE FOR INDUSTRIAL

APPLICATIONS

1) Measurement Result Summary

Our core delay measurement results in Section IV demon-
strate that there can be significant outliers of above one
millisecond and several consecutive packets may exceed a
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prescribed delay threshold. This poor delay performance at
the upper core delay percentiles is mainly due to the use
of standard operating systems, such as Linux with standard
socket programming, which are not designed for real-time
packet processing.

2) Research and Development Imperative

The research agendas in the 5G and IoT topic areas have
so far largely neglected the real-time packet processing in
the packet core. To date, the core processing has mainly
relied on conventional operating system techniques that have
been designed for high throughput levels, while the latency
of individual packets has typically not been specifically
considered. In order to enable 5G to become suitable for
industrial applications, such as industrial robot control loops
with strict timing requirement, a shift in the packet core re-
search and development agenda is needed. Instead of striving
for ever higher throughput and ancillary objectives, such as
low energy consumption and short mean latencies for the
core packet processing, industrial applications demand re-
search and development on operating system techniques and
core packet processing techniques that prevent long packet
latencies. In other words, a critical research and develop-
ment imperative is to prioritize the processing of individual
packets so as to reduce the upper percentiles of the packet
core processing latency (at the expense of slightly reduced
throughput, possibly slightly increased energy consumption,
and possibly slightly increased mean core packet processing
latency).

C. PACKET RATES MATTER

1) Measurement Result Summary

Our measurement results clearly indicate that the packet
delays vary for different packet rates—independent of the ac-
tual consumed transmission bitrate—as shown in Figure 4 for
download and Figure 9 for upload. This observed pronounced
delay increase for increasing packet rates (while keeping the
transmission bitrate constant) is problematic: Generally, for
many industrial control applications the rate (per second)
of (discrete) control signals that are delivered via typically
small data packets within strict timing guarantees is criti-
cal. Oftentimes, these industrial control applications do not
demand high transmission bitrates, but rather demand high
rates of small packet transmissions. Also, from a practical
network operations perspective, depending on the application
and its desired packet rate, a different delay would have to be
considered for delay budget calculations in order to account
for the delay dependence on the packet rate.

2) Research and Development Imperative

5G RAN and core research and development should focus on
strategies for accommodating high packet rates. The efficient
transmission and processing of high packet rates needs to
maintain strict timing constraints and avoid delay increases
for individual packets (in order to avoid long downtimes
of consecutive packets that exceed a delay threshold). This

high-packet rate research will likely need to shift away from
the classical batch transmission and processing strategies in
order to ensure low packet transmission and processing laten-
cies. New RAN and core processing strategies are needed that
achieve fast packet transmission and processing of numerous
small packets.

D. RAN SCHEDULING IS NOT YET READY FOR

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

1) Measurement Result Summary

A critical aspect for industrial applications, such as robot
control communication, is the guarantee of a stable delay.
For the IPDV metric, we have seen that the delay variation
between packets is discretely distributed in the millisecond
range, as shown in Figures 7 for download and Figure 14 for
upload. A delay difference of consecutive packets of multiple
milliseconds, especially in upload, would disrupt many real-
time robotic applications.

2) Research and Development Imperative

Real-time 5G RAN scheduling mechanisms need to be re-
searched and developed so as to prioritize the consistency
of the packet latencies. Frequent small updates of industrial
control signals need to be carried with high frequency (i.e.,
with high packet rates), but also with high timing consistency
within the packet train (sequence) for a particular control
application. Novel real-time RAN scheduling mechanisms
are needed to specifically consider this delay consistency
requirement.

E. LOSSES ARE RARE IN THE AIR

1) Measurement Result Summary

If the wireless channel capacity is not exceeded, then losses
are very rare in the wireless part (RAN), as shown in Fig-
ure 5 for download as well as Figures 10 & 11 for upload.
Surprisingly, we have measured relatively high packet loss
probabilities in the core, especially at small packet sizes.

2) Research and Development Imperative

Conventionally, research on reliable wireless packet trans-
mission has focused on packet losses on the wireless channel
and developed strategies to mitigate the wireless channel
losses, e.g., through coding. As our measurements demon-
strate, with the ongoing rise of the importance of packet
compute processing in communication networks, it may be
critical to research and develop strategies to mitigate packet
losses across the combination of wireless channel and core
processing or exclusively for the core processing.

F. UPLOAD AND DOWNLOAD DELAYS ARE NOT

SYMMETRIC

1) Measurement Result Summary

Usually, when testing networks, tools such as ping are used
that measure the RTT to obtain a rough overview of the
capability of the system, such as in [58]. In contrast, our
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measurement setup allows for more sophisticated system
evaluations by measuring the OWDs, i.e., we were able to
analyze the delay for each direction (upload and download)
individually. Figure 4 for download and Figure 9 for upload
indicate that the delays are not symmetric.

2) Research and Development Imperative

This fairly pronounced asymmetry of the upload and down-
load delays for both the overall one-way transmission and
the core packet processing needs to be examined in further
detail in future research. Industrial control systems often
assume symmetrical time delays for (i) the sensor reading
at the robot location to arrive at the robot control entity,
and (ii) the control command issued by the control entity
to arrive at the robot location. Industrial control may need to
specifically account for the asymmetry of these two delays,
i.e., the longer upload delay of the sensor readings compared
to the shorter download delay of the control commands so as
to optimize the control performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have developed a measurement testbed for rigorous one-
way end-to-end delay measurements of the download (packet
core via RAN to end device) delay as well as the upload
(end device via RAN to packet core) delay in private 5G
campus networks. Our measurement setup allows for isolated
measurements of the RAN as well as the packet core with
high precision.

Our measurement results indicate several research and
development imperatives if 5G campus networks are to be
utilized for industrial control applications with strict timing
requirements. For instance, the upper quantiles of the packet
latencies need to be reduced and the consistency of the packet
delay must be improved both for the overall 5G network, as
well as specifically for the packet core processing. A further
important research direction is the investigation of integrating
5G campus networks into the existing IT infrastructure. For
instance, future research needs to investigate the required
capabilities and feasible technologies for the infrastructure
that provides the connection between the RAN and the core
in order to support industrial automation use cases.

The PCAPs that have been collected with our measurement
setup are available as the IEEE DataPort 5G Campus Net-
works: Measurement Traces dataset (DOI 10.21227/xe3c-
e968 [60]). In addition, the source code of the analysis tools
that have been utilized to obtain the reported statistical mea-
surement results from the PCAPs is available on GitHub [61].
These resources enable the research community to efficiently
perform additional fine-grained analyses that delve deeper
into individual aspects of the overall measurement study
presented in this article.
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